
Christmas Carol Masters Match-Up Game 
 
 

1.  Fill in the blanks in the lyrics on the left side,                                                                            
2.  Then match each line with the letter of a clue. . . . . . . . . . . .  from the right side 
                  (NOTE:  Spelling might vary) 
                     
  Carol Lyrics        Clues 
 
 
1. Deck the halls with ___________ of holly    (clue____)     A.  Beyonce, Cher, Elvis, and the sun 
 
2.  We three __________ of Orient are     (clue____)  B. ____________ 'tis nobler in the mind to  
             suffer the slings and arrows . . . . . 
          
3.  The horse knows the way to carry                 (clue____)  C.  Some are named Beverly 
     the  _________________________ 
 
4.    . . .  O Christmas tree, how lovely are          (clue____)  D.  Sits with comrades at a circular table 
      your ________________________          (singular)       
            
5.  Oh, the _____________ outside is frightful  (clue____)  E. There are 3 of these in the U.S.   
              government 
 
6.   . . . then pretend that he is Parson _______  (clue____)  F.  This group having a telephone   
               conversation: Lady, Larry, Big, and a  
               famous Antarctic explorer 
 
7.  Don we now our gay ______________     (clue____)  G.  A trait of man’s best friend 
 
8.  Oh, holy ________________                        (clue____)  H.  This sheet is not used when making the  
     (hint: “cow” is not the correct answer here)                               baby’s bed     
               
9.   . . . no ___________ for a bed      (clue____)  I.  Partial greeting from a dog (plural)  
            
10.  The __________________ and the ivy,      (clue____)  J.  King George does this to dragons  
        when they are both full grown . . .  
 
11. On a cold winter's night that was                  (clue____)  K.  A UPS van 
       so _______________        
 
12. The silent ________________ go by            (clue____)   L.  How still waters run 
 
13. O come, all ye ___________________      (clue____)  M.  What Michael is to pop (plural) 
 
14. On the fourth day of Christmas, my true     
      love sent to me, four          
      _______________      _______________    (clue____)   N.  Never got a proposal from Hef 
 
15.  Go tell it on the mountain, over the     (clue____)  O.  Project Runway outcome 
       ___________________ and everywhere        
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